• Double Roller “Sure Stand” Concept
• 5’ & 6’ Models Use Gated Slide Opening for Seed Delivery
• 8’, 10’ & 12’ Models Use “Micro-Meter” Seed Delivery
• Turfmaker II & III Models Utilize High Capacity “Micro-Meter” Delivery
• Available in Pull-Type and Three-Point Hitch Models

www.brillionfarmeq.com
The LSP and LSS Models have been developed from a long line of very successful seeders. These units use blade agitator seed meters that will cover a wide variety of landscape seeds. The Turfmaker Series raises the bar on the precision seeding of small grass seeds. Large box capacity along with narrow meter spacing and the micro-meter adjustment give this series of seeders the edge on the competition. The Turfmaker II & III Series features large seed boxes and high capacity seed meters for unequalled capacity in seeding grasses and lawn blends. These units lend themselves to sod seeding operations and the high volume landscape customers. Visit Brillion’s website to view detailed specifications and seed rate charts for the models listed above.